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25th February, 2020 

 

My name is Sharon New and I live at  Bringelly. Our lives have recently been 
overwhelmingly taken over by the future plans for the Winamatta South Creek spine for the 
Aerotropolis Core.  

I do not agree with the proposal of the SCP and do not agree on rezoning the land 
Environmental\Recreational and leaving it under private ownership to achieve more green space at 
the expense of the land-owners and no expense to the Government. 

How is it that the Government is acquiring properties a few doors down in Thompson Creek which 
has the same flood boundaries as ourselves but are saying they will not be acquiring ours? 

How is it that the Government are using outdated flood maps supplied by Liverpool Council which 
have never been done since 2004? 

How is it that the Government are trying to take more than the High flood-line for their open spaces 
and then tell us its useless land when today we can all put businesses and properties on this so-
called useless land which is zoned RU4? 

If the Government needs green space\open space I urge they purchase it so that we all may move on 
with our lives and not have to be part of this building of the Aerotropolis. If they cannot afford the 
boundary line that they have proposed I suggest they take it back to what they can afford so we are 
treated fairly as that is what the Minister had written to us in previous letters. 

All of this has caused my family and I severe anxiety and stress and I have not had a good night’s 
sleep since these plans came to life - no one deserves to live like this. We need to know that the 
government will be fair with their zonings and buy the land after it has been zoned. We have spent 
most of our lives breaking our backs to make a living and provide for our family but you feel its ok to 
take it all from us just like that with a stroke of a pen. I ask you to understand our situation and put 
yourself in our shoes – how would you feel if the situation was reversed and this was your property 
being affected? 

If the government needs green space land then it must be acquired as RE1 and be treated equally 
and fairly. It is rumoured that the government is going to take the land with no compensation and in 
our case that equates to 30% of our property. If this is true then it is unfair that the government try 
to acquire this land with no compensation. The whole situation regarding our property and the 
outcome WILL AFFECT how I vote in the next council and state elections as I feel very strongly about 
how we are treated and the amount or lack thereof of respect towards us landowners to come to an 
amicable agreement in regard to our property. 

 

Regards, 

Sharon New 
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